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Overlord Vol 7 Light Novel
A deep dive into the planning and making of the hit anime adaption of Overlord
reveals delicately crafted settings and the incredible detailed outfits and
accessories that breathed life into everyone's favorite cast of not-so-good guys!
The Royal Army, with Momon spearheading the charge, finally enters into a
pitched battle with Jaldabaoth and his horde of demons-who will come out on
top? And, more importantly, what is the true objective of Demiurge's "Gehenna"
plan...?!
Ainz, the undead overlord, is in dire need of better information about the world
he's found himself in, and to get it, he travels to the city of E-Rantel. Disguised as
a mere adventurer, he accepts a mission to venture deep into an eerie forest, but
the swirling shadow of intrigue hides the road ahead...
The Kingdom of Balmore is in trouble. Kaoru goes back to learn more, but she
gets dragged into a succession conflict between the princes of Brancott. As the
Angel of the Goddess, Kaoru wanted to avoid getting involved in human conflicts,
but it's also her duty as the Angel to straighten out Brancott for falsely
representing the Goddess's will. She goes to take control of the situation with her
potion cheat powers, but a figure lurking behind the chaos is ready to face her...
For twelve years, the virtual world of Yggdrasil has served as the playground and
battlefield for the skeletal lord Momonga and his guild of fellow monsters, Ainz
Ooal Gown. But the guild's glory days are over, and the game is shutting down
permanently. When Momonga logs in one last time just to be there when the
servers go dark, something happens--and suddenly, fantasy is reality. A rogues'
gallery of fanatically devoted NPCs is ready to obey his every order, but the world
Momonga now inhabits is not the one he remembers. The game may be over,
but the epic tale of Ainz Ooal Gown is only beginning...
New York, 1931. The manufacture and sale of alcoholic beverages is prohibited
by law, but behind this prohibition, organized crime flourishes-so, too, do bank
robbers, bootleggers, assassins, and homunculi. Some want money, some are
chasing the secret to immortality, and others just want to have a really good time.
You know what they say, though: You can't always get what you want.
The lizardman conflict comes to a decisive and bloody end as Ainz turns his
attention north towards the humans once more. The Re-Estize Kingdom's
princess has beauty, intelligence, and kindness in spades. She's guarded by a
fiercely loyal young man-who also carries a secret torch for her. His vow to
protect her will take him from courtly intrigue deep down into the underbelly of the
country. Will the steadfast youth be able to protect his golden princess...?
Bloodlust is in the air--and plenty of real blood too! Shalltear is on the hunt, but
she may not like what she finds. Ainz sent her out for information, but when
Blood Frenzy activates, the time for talk is over. Can anyone, undead or alive, put
an end to her reign of terror...?
After being saved from danger by Ainz, Enri and the apothecary Nfirea have been living
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life to the fullest as they spend their days together in Carne Village alongside their
goblin-guard neighbors. But after the Wise King of the Forest left the region, the
balance of the forest has been disrupted and something has filled the vacuum of
power...
The Sacred Kingdom is surrounded on all sides. As the army of feral creatures closes
in, the country's strongest paladin Remedios leads her exhausted troops in a valiant
defense. It will not be enough to save them. Their only chance of survival is to place all
their bets on the King of Darkness-Ainz Ooal Gown!
After ending up on a deserted island, what should have been a desperate tale of
survival for Masato's party turns out to be...fun times at a resort?! Thanks to Mamako,
island life feels no different from being at home! The cutting-edge momcom adventure
continues with the Deserted Island arc!
After establishing the Kingdom of Darkness, Ainz is determined to turn it into a utopia-a
place where many races and creatures can all enjoy unending prosperity. His first step
toward his ultimate goal is the expansion of the Adventurers Guild and training of
adventurers themselves, which leads him to pay a visit to the Empire! Elsewhere, the
regional leaders have been unsettled by the sudden appearance of the Kingdom of
Darkness and are quickly plotting their own ways to deal with the upstart nation... Ainz's
first actions as ruler of an immortal kingdom have only just begun!
The annual war between the kingdom and the empire almost always ends in little more
than a staring contest. This year, the Fresh Blood Emperor's visit to Nazarick will
change everything. Ainz himself has joined the fray, which is a dark omen of the coming
storm. The arrival of the absolute ruler of Nazarick means only horror and death await
those who stand on what will become the most hellish battlefield anyone has seen in
living memory...!
Overlord, Vol. 7 (light novel)The Invaders of the Great TombYen Press LLC
A door-to-door fraudster arrives in the neighborhood, swindling Urushihara! Already
strapped for cash, Maou visits the office to contest the transaction, only to find himself
tongue-tied at their vehement refusal! Unable to face the heat, is Maou truly out fortyfive thousand yen?! Not if the Hero has anything to say about it... Other adventures
await Maou and the crew in this volume of short stories--from becoming new cat
owners to a family shopping trip to the story of how Chiho met Maou.
A group of "workers" whose better judgement has been clouded by hopes and
expectations have descended into the unknown depths of a mysterious tomb. These
trespassers include the small but elite team Foresight, the storied warriors of Heavy
Masher, the crew lead by a legendary elder worker, Green Leaf, and the invincible
swordsmen of Angel. They are some of the best that can be hired, but as more and
more vengeful residents of Nazarrick appear, will any make it out alive?
Ranking Up to Level 2 following his victory over the Minotaur, Bell Cranell receives a title: Little
Rookie. With a nickname and a new skill under his belt, Bell is more eager than ever! There's
just one problem--he needs some new armor...not to mention new members for his party! Will
his quest for one lead him straight to the other?
As the Eight Fingers' evil plans move ever forward, Sebas seems to deviate further from his
original orders. When he finds an abandoned woman behind a brothel, his conflicting feelings
of duty and justice are put to the ultimate test...Will the disciplined butler go as far as to
sacrifice his loyalty to Ainz in order to save a mere human?
With Diablo learning of a ritual passed down by the Dark Elves that may be able to remove the
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remnants of the Demon Lord's soul still slumbering within Rem's body, he tags along despite
her insistence to solve her personal problems on her own (out of concern of course—it has
nothing to do with the Dark Elves having gigantic breasts according to the game! R-Right...?)
But a tragic injustice they had suffered in the past looms over them, making the Dark Elves
hostile to the other races. Diablo steels himself for battle as bow and arrow are nocked against
him: "Your petty grudges do not concern me. Obey my orders!" Meanwhile, Shera must marry
a male Elf to become the Kingdom of Greenwood’s new queen!? Will the Elven Kingdom be
overthrown by Diablo's great magic!? This is the seventh volume of the adventure of an earthshakingly powerful Demon Lord (or at least someone who acts like one) taking on another
world!
A gutsy glob in crisis!News of the demon lord Clayman's defeat by Rimuru shakes the Holy
Empire of Lubelius to its core-especially since the chief knight of the nation's Imperial Guard
and captain of the Crusader forces, Hinata Sakaguchi, launched a bold attack on Rimuru not
long ago. Things look only more dire when a priest sent by Rimuru to attend an urgent meeting
of Lubelius bigwigs ends up murdered. The stakes couldn't be higher for either side as Hinata
heads to Tempest to settle things-one wrong move could spell total warfare!
In Orario, fearless adventurers band together in search of fame and fortune within the
monstrous underground labyrinth known as Dungeon. But while riches and renown are
incentive enough for most, Bell Cranel, would-be hero extraordinaire, has bigger plans. He
wants to pick up girls. Is it wrong to face the perils of Dungeon alone, in a single-member guild
blessed by a failed goddess? Maybe. Is it wrong to dream of playing hero to hapless maidens
in Dungeon? Maybe not. After one misguided adventure, Bell quickly discovers that anything
can happen in the labyrinth--even chance encounters with beautiful women. The only problem?
He's the one who winds up the damsel in distress!
CALM BEFORE THE STORM Elven soldiers, human troops, and even a Dragon Lord come
together under the Skeleton Knight’s banner to prepare to face the Holy Hilk Kingdom’s
onslaught. As war looms on the horizon, though, Arc has his first run-in with someone like
him—a traveler from another world. What will this unexpected meeting bring?
In the kingdom of Re-Estize, a sinister organization known as the Eight Fingers holds sway of
the criminal underworld. Ainzs orders Sebas to infiltrate the capital to gather intel on this
shadowy group sucking the marrow from the kingdom's bones. At the same time, a young
soldier named Climb struggles to hone his skills to better serve the "Golden Princess" while the
once great warrior Brian returns home a broken man... Against the backdrop of an ancient city
fraying at its edges, three men will challenge the corruption of the vicious Eight Fingers!
The human realm of the kingdom is headed for its greatest disaster yet! After failing to prevent
a daring raid on the Eight Fingers' appalling brothel, the Six Arms are dying for a chance to
defend their reputation as the criminal underworld's strongest enforcers. These criminals are
notorious for their brutality as much as their strength, meaning the only people who stand a
chance against them are the legendary Blue Roses...and one polite, dignified butler. When
these thugs make Sebas the first target of their revenge, they may get much more than they
bargained for by inadvertently picking a fight with Ainz Ooal Gown!
The Sacred Kingdom has enjoyed a great many years without war thanks to a colossal wall
constructed after a historic tragedy. They understand best how fragile peace can be. When the
terrible demon Jaldabaoth takes to the field at the head of a united army of monstrous tribes,
the Sacred Kingdom's leaders know their defenses are not enough. With the very existence of
the country at stake, the pious have no choice but to seek help wherever they can get it, even
if it means breaking taboo and parlaying with the undead king of the Nation of Darkness!
The Great Tomb of Nazarick and Carne Village are both suddenly thrust into the hands of
acting leaders, and days of chaos and hardship await those now burdened with these
responsibilities. And it seems the destiny that Ainz planned out for Enri and Nfirea is
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approaching much faster than expected!!
What do you do when your favorite game shuts down? Momonga decided to stay logged in
right up until the very end. But when the servers go dark, he finds himself transported into the
game world--and he's been transformed into his skeletal avatar from the game, awesome
magical powers included! But what if he's the villain of his own story?
The life of a traveling merchant is a lonely one, a fact with which Kraft Lawrence is well
acquainted. Wandering from town to town with just his horse, cart, and whatever wares have
come his way, the peddler has pretty well settled into his routine-that is, until the night
Lawrence finds a wolf goddess asleep in his cart. Taking the form of a fetching girl with wolf
ears and a tail, Holo has wearied of tending to harvests in the countryside and strikes up a
bargain with the merchant to lend him the cunning of "Holo the Wisewolf" to increase his profits
in exchange for taking her along on his travels. What kind of businessman could turn down
such an offer? Lawrence soon learns, though, that having an ancient goddess as a traveling
companion can be a bit of a mixed blessing. Will this wolf girl turn out to be too wild to tame?
Posing as an adventurer in order to gather information about the world he's found himself in,
Ainz ventures forth into the city, posing as an adventurer in order to gather information about
the world he's found himself in. Finding work was easy enough, but when it leads to a plot that
will devastate the city, he''s forced to take action--and will his powers be enough against the
terrifying warrior Clementine?
It has been a week since Momonga logged in to his favorite RPG one last time and stranded
himself there. Now he leads his guild as the Ainz Ooal Gown overlord. Finding himself in dire
need of better information, he travels disguised as an adventurer to the walled city of E-Rantel,
with Narberal the battle maid at his side. The pair accept a mission to retrieve medicinal herbs,
making for a forest said to be the home of a great and wise beast. But the sinister influence of
a fanatical cabal approaches E-Rantel, and the armor-clad Ainz will face both a ruthless
warrior and a legion of the undead!
The dust has settled after the final battle with the Elder Lich, but it's only the calm before the
storm. When the overlord returns bearing the full weight of his army, the Lizardmen know this
is truly the end. For the denizens of Nazarick, though, the outcome is more uncertain. Cocytus
has grown to respect the brave tribal warriors--it would be such a shame to kill them all...
At last, Demiurge's schemes in the Kingdom begin to bear fruit. With the appearance of a
powerful fighter that skillfully controls insects and the enigmatic Jaldaboath, the beleaguered
humans must rely on none other than the Blue Roses!
Lord Ainz has made great progress moonlighting as the indomitable hero Momon, but what
should be a moment of triumph is shattered--by news of rebellion. He vows to find out what
has happened and to defend the honor of his guild and home--Ainz Ooal Gown.
The day of the battle with the Great One fast approaches. Can Zaryusu unite the lizardmen
tribes before they're all wiped from this earth? The Red Eyes have agreed to an alliance, but
the Dragon Tusks will be trickier. They prize strength above all else-meaning Zaryusu will need
to defeat their chief in combat before they'll even think of hearing him out!
One day, in a peaceful lizardman village, an ominous messenger visits with a warning from the
Great Tomb of Nazarick: In eight days' time, they will be annihilated. Unwilling to stand by and
wait, the fighter and traveler Zaryusu journeys to the other lizardman tribes--who have received
the same message--hoping to form an alliance against their impossibly strong opponent. But
though the warriors try valiantly to resist, Ainz Ooal Gown and his undead army hold the power
to determine their fate...
The world is all yours. In search of lost rune technology, Ainz heads for the dwarf country with
Aura and Shalltear in tow. On his arrival, instead of a welcoming party, he's greeted by an
army of creatures known as the kuagoa, poised to lay waste to a dwarven city. In his quest to
obtain the secrets of the runes and even the rune crafters themselves, Ainz may find himself
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facing not only these strange subterranean creatures, but also the most powerful race that
calls the Azerlisia Mountains home-frost dragons!
In search of the lost art of rune crafting, Ainz journeys to the land of the dwarves. Accompanied
by Aura and Shalltear, he arrives only to find that the Dwarven Kingdom is beset by an
invasion run by someone besides himself! He soon strikes a deal to obtain the secrets behind
the making of runes in return for assisting the natives in reclaiming their capital, but it may not
be so easy when a legendary frost dragon stands in his way!
IT'S A GAME OF LIFE AND DEATH BETWEEN THE GAMER SIBLINGS AND A
GOD!Subsequent to the eternal Great War, Disboard-the world where everything is decided by
games and wagers rather than violence-is born. But winners still trample losers, and the
victims pile up. A young Shrine Maiden laughs at how nothing has changed... Sora and Shiro
agree to a dice game in which the number of dice you have is determined by your age, but in a
contest where all the players are pitted against one another and death hangs in the balance,
will the sibling gamers survive or lose everything-including their lives?
A Business Week, New York Times Business, and USA Today Bestseller "Ambitious and
readable . . . an engaging introduction to the oddsmakers, whom Bernstein regards as true
humanists helping to release mankind from the choke holds of superstition and fatalism." —The
New York Times "An extraordinarily entertaining and informative book." —The Wall Street
Journal "A lively panoramic book . . . Against the Gods sets up an ambitious premise and then
delivers on it." —Business Week "Deserves to be, and surely will be, widely read." —The
Economist "[A] challenging book, one that may change forever the way people think about the
world." —Worth "No one else could have written a book of such central importance with so
much charm and excitement." —Robert Heilbroner author, The Worldly Philosophers "With his
wonderful knowledge of the history and current manifestations of risk, Peter Bernstein brings
us Against the Gods. Nothing like it will come out of the financial world this year or ever. I
speak carefully: no one should miss it." —John Kenneth Galbraith Professor of Economics
Emeritus, Harvard University In this unique exploration of the role of risk in our society, Peter
Bernstein argues that the notion of bringing risk under control is one of the central ideas that
distinguishes modern times from the distant past. Against the Gods chronicles the remarkable
intellectual adventure that liberated humanity from oracles and soothsayers by means of the
powerful tools of risk management that are available to us today. "An extremely readable
history of risk." —Barron's "Fascinating . . . this challenging volume will help you understand the
uncertainties that every investor must face." —Money "A singular achievement." —Times Literary
Supplement "There's a growing market for savants who can render the recondite intelligiblywitness Stephen Jay Gould (natural history), Oliver Sacks (disease), Richard Dawkins
(heredity), James Gleick (physics), Paul Krugman (economics)-and Bernstein would mingle
well in their company." —The Australian
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